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Yogacharya Ellen Grace 
O’Brian is a teacher, writer, and 
spiritual director of the Center for 
Spiritual Enlightenment (CSE) - a 
Kriya Yoga Meditation Center in 
San Jose, California, USA.  

Yogacharya O'Brian has taught 
yoga philosophy and meditation 
practices for spiritually conscious 
living at retreats, spiritual centers, 
and conferences throughout the US 
and internationally for over three 
decades. She is the author of 
several books on spiritual practice 
published by CSE Press, 
including Living the Eternal Way: 
Spiritual Meaning and Practice in 
Daily Life; A Single Blade of 
Grass: Finding the Sacred in 
Everyday Life; and Living for the 
Sake of the Soul, as well as three 
volumes of poetry, One Heart 
Opening: Poems for the Journey 
of Awakening; The Sanctuary of 
Belonging; and The Moon 
Reminded Me published by 
Homebound Publications. She 
writes regularly for Truth 
Journal magazine, is the editor 
of Enlightenment Journal - a 
quarterly yoga magazine, 
and host of The Yoga Hour, a 
weekly radio program and 
podcast with Unity Online Radio. 

 



Poetry says what the mind can 
only glimpse but the heart 
knows full well. It is the ancient 
language of the soul spoken by 
all mystic bards of Bhakti, the 
yoga of devotion calling us to 
awaken to divine Love.  
 
In The Moon Reminded Me, a 
collection of luminous poems, 
Ellen Grace O’Brian manages 
to braid contemporary 
moments of everyday life with 
ancient spiritual teachings—the 
sight of a hummingbird’s red 
throat, bread on the table, a 
couple’s quarrel, a mother’s 
advice—become doorways into 
the divine mystical 
heart. Poems, subtly laced with 
Sanskrit, give us an insight into 
a poet who bridges two worlds 
eloquently enough to take us 
along with her. Sandhya, the 
numinous time for stepping into 
the temple, suddenly becomes 
this moment, now. 
                                    



 

"In The Moon Reminded Me, Ellen Grace O’Brian shares a  
lifetime of deep wondering, weaving the presence of our inner 
life with the presence of life beyond our own. These bare,  
insightful poems are reminiscent of Basho, and more recently,  
Gary Snyder. She speaks of the storm from the eye of the  
storm in a way that affirms that life is worth living." 
—Mark Nepo, author of The One Life We’re Given and The Way Under The Way 
 
"From one poem to the next, O’Brian’s lens shrinks and widens without effort, to 
exhilarating, near vertiginous effect. Her images flit from the ordinary to the 
timeless, from the foam of a wave absorbed by sand, to the ancient longing of 
humans for the Eternal. Above all, she is aware, on every page, and beautifully, to 
the immovable presence of Love in the universe. Love unbridled and all-
pervading, Love bursting with grace and beautiful madness, residing in us all, 
waiting only to unfurl. What a gift this collection is.” 
—Khaled Hosseini, NYT #1 Bestselling Author of the The Kite Runner 
 
“Here is a book of beautiful spiritual poems of unusual quality.” 
—Fr. Thomas Keating, author of The Open Mind, Open Heart 
 
"Ellen O'Brian invites us into her soul, the space where poetry is born. Here 
human individuality engages with a wider Self. In this contemplative space words 
point to the concrete realities that unveil another Reality. Accept this invitation--this 
is good company to be in." 
—Kabir Helminski, translator of Rumi, author of Living Presence and The 
Knowing Heart 
 
These glimpses into the spacious love of the Divine are testaments to Ellen’s 
awakening and invitations to your own. Savor this book.  
—Rabbi Rami Shapiro, author of Accidental Grace 
 
These poems illuminate the soul, delicately, lightly, with measured emotion. Ellen 
Grace O’Brian manages to express spiritual practice as life, beyond doctrine, and 
straight to the heart.  “Be a jagged edge/falling in love/one salty kiss/at a time.” 
—Norman Fischer, poet and Zen Buddhist priest, author of Magnolias All At 
Once and What Is Zen?: Plain Talk for a Beginner's Mind 
 
 
 



 
  

WHO SHOULD READ 
 

• spiritual seekers 

• interested in interfaith spirituality 

• yoga practitioners 

•  interested in poetry 

• meditators 

• interested in mysticism or contemplative spirituality  

• dealing with grief and loss 

BOOK BENEFITS 
 
• poems bridge the gap between spiritual practice 
and everyday life  

• inspirational support for contemplation and 
meditation  

• universal images appeal to seekers of all faiths 

•  free verse, haiku, and haibun poetry forms 
included 

• poems range from humor and delight to grief and 
loss 
 
 



 

Sandhya 
 
Listen.  
Lark sings as day begins  
and when it ends  
the tide of gratitude flows in  
senses bow before the One.  
 
This is the hour:  
enter the temple of I am That  
grace is being dispensed  
 
take prasād—ambrosia of now,  
nectar of surrender,  
it will sweeten your tongue  
render you speechless  
make you sing. 
 
 
 
Amarnath I I  
 
The water lily rests  
upon the lake  
and opens. 
The heart makes  
the body radiant.  
Radha lives only for Krishna.  
And me? I am  
because of you.  
Can you imagine me  
without you?  
Impossible! 

The Key 
 
What use is ritual  
to the One?  
Why look for the key  
when you’re inside the shop?  
In that moment, who can buy?  
Who can sell? Why browse for the jewels 
sewn inside your own coat?  
 
Hummingbird says:  
The red jewel stays hidden  
without a song.  
When the throat opens  
to sing of the One,  
the ruby appears.  
 



1. Q: What inspired this new book of poetry, and what role do you 
see for poetry on the spiritual path?  
A: Poetry writing is a part of my spiritual practice, and I think it is for 
many people. Because I'm writing poems all the time, there's a time when 
they come together and coalesce into a book. That's what happened 
here. 
There are lots of closet poets around. People are writing. If they are 
journal writers, they're writing about their feelings, they're writing about 
their observations, they're writing about things that can't be seen, but can 
be experienced, and known. It points to the great spiritual hunger that we 
have. Language that is skillful and is coming from a consciousness that 
has experienced the One, can point to that experience. It can be a portal. 
We can enter into that experience through reading a poem. 
 
2. Q: Besides being a poet, you're a teacher, a writer, the founder 
and spiritual director of the Center for Spiritual Enlightenment and 
The Yoga Hour podcast. How do you see your work as a poet 
supporting the other roles that you play? 
A: Poetry is like meditation to me. There is a deep connection with the 
Divine that I feel as I experience poetry, whether I'm writing it or reading 
it. It's a soul connection that is essential to the other work I do. Otherwise, 
work can be too rote; it can become soulless. A person can be a spiritual 
teacher and still lose touch with that inner light, inner power, and inner 
peace that is our very goal to share. Poetry for me is a way. If the poetry 
is not flowing, usually it's that I've become too involved, too task oriented. 
 

Q:  3. Q: The Moon Reminded Me is organized into five sections, each 
one titled with a Sanskrit word. What led you to organize the book 
this way? 
A: The Sanskrit words in certain poems became avenues that could 
gather poems that are mystical prayers with others about so-called 
ordinary life. Organizing the book that way came out of the prayer: How 
do I live my spiritual life every day?  
For each of the section titles that are Sanskrit words, there is an English 
explanation. Besides the inherent inspiration of the Sanskrit, it can also 
be a learning experience, especially for a student of yoga. 
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Endorsements for The Moon Reminded Me 
 
 

“In The Moon Reminded Me, Ellen Grace O’Brian shares a lifetime of deep wondering, 
weaving the presence of our inner life with the presence of life beyond our own. These 
bare, insightful poems are reminiscent of Basho, and more recently, Gary Snyder. She 
speaks of the storm from the eye of the storm in a way that affirms that life is worth 
living.” 
 —Mark Nepo, author of The One Life We’re Given and The Way Under the Way 
 
“From one poem to the next, O’Brian’s lens shrinks and widens without effort, to 
exhilarating, near vertiginous effect.  Her images flit from the ordinary to the timeless, 
from the foam of a wave absorbed by sand, to the ancient longing of humans for the 
Eternal.  Above all, she is aware, on every page, and beautifully, to the immovable 
presence of Love in the universe.  Love unbridled and all-pervading, Love bursting with 
grace and beautiful madness, residing in us all, waiting only to unfurl.  What a gift this 
collection is.”  
--Khaled Hosseini, NYT #1 best-selling author of The Kite Runner 
 
“Here is a book of beautiful spiritual poems of unusual quality.” 
—Fr. Thomas Keating, author of Open Mind, Open Heart 
 
“Ellen O'Brian invites us into her soul, the space where poetry is born. Here human 
individuality engages with a wider Self. In this contemplative space words point to the 
concrete realities that unveil another Reality. Accept this invitation--this is good 
company to be in.”  
—Kabir Helminski, translator of Rumi, author of Living Presence and The 
Knowing Heart. 
 
“These glimpses into the spacious love of the Divine are testaments to Ellen’s 
awakening and invitations to your own. Savor this book.” 
—Rabbi Rami Shapiro, author of Accidental Grace. 
 
“These poems illuminate the soul, delicately, lightly, with measured emotion. Ellen 
Grace O’Brian manages to express spiritual practice as life, beyond doctrine, and 
straight to the heart.  “Be a jagged edge/falling in love/one salty kiss/at a time.” 
—NormanFischer, poet and Zen Buddhist priest, author of Magnolias All At Once 
and What Is Zen?: Plain alk for a Beginner's Mind 



 
“In The Moon Reminded Me, Yogacharya Ellen Grace O'Brian presents a rare 
combination of deep yogic vision and intricate poetic skill, awakening us to our inner 
journey of Self-realization.” 
—Dr. David Frawley D.Litt., author of Vedic Yoga: The Path of the Rishi, and 
Shiva: The Lord of Yoga 
 
 
“In her book: The Moon Reminded Me, Yogacharya Ellen Grace O’Brian has so 
gracefully shared her life's journey, depth of her insight and devotion in a most 
meaningful language of poetry. Highly recommended.”  
—Nahid Angha, Sufi scholar, executive editor of Sufism Journal 
 
“In her savory, contemplative verse, Yogacharya O’Brian crosses and penetrates the 
boundaries of tradition. Like Whitman, she illuminates the transcendent in the 
immanent. Like Leonard Cohen, she points to the light that enters the cracks in 
everything, even despair. Like the Zen poets, she evokes the sublime in the 
ordinary.  Like the psalmists and bhaktas, she sings out in praise and cries out with 
longing for God, which is, in itself, a divine connection.” 
—Philip Goldberg, author of American Veda: From Emerson and the Beatles to 
Yoga and Meditation, How Indian Spirituality Changed the West 
 
 
“These poems are touched by a delightful quirkiness in the turn of a line.  Something 
gets illuminated within me because a difficult lesson is learned by the poet and made 
integral to her heart.  Some poems draw a line in the sand, and by this fierceness, gain 
my trust.  By the end of The Moon Reminded Me, I know this voice, the one that is Ellen 
Grace O’Brian’s lovely voice, a voice of one who cares for beauty, truth. . .love.”   
—John Fox, author of Poetic Medicine: The Healing Art of Poem-Making, 
Founder, The Institute for Poetic Medicine 
 
 
“This wonderful poetry collection sings to the heart. It raises up the spirit, serving as all 
great poetry does, to take the reader beyond the realm of speech and mind. Her 
Sanskrit words flow in naturally, not noting any divisions between East and West.”  
—Indira and Shanta Bulkin, East~West Sanskrit Institute 
 
 
 



“In the poetry collection, The Moon Reminded Me, poet, mystic and spiritual teacher 
Yogacharya Ellen Grace O’Brian reveals the deep hidden folds of Being. Her light filled 
poems arise out of felt acuity and deep stillness reflecting myriad manifestations of 
divinity that she perceives and experiences in every one and everywhere.  Yogacharya 
articulates with spiritual and lyrical mastery, her own deep knowledge of many wisdom 
traditions. Any collection of contemporary nondual (Advaita) poets writing in English 
should include the poems of Yogacharya O’Brian. Through the ruminative quiet of her 
poems, let this book lead you home. As she writes in the poem titled: Someone Has Left 
the Door Open, “Turn around and you’ll see— the One you’ve been looking for has 
found you.”   
—Acharya Shunya Pratichi Mathur, author of Ayurveda Lifestyle Wisdom, 
Spiritual Director, Vedika Global, Foundation for the Living Wisdom of Ayurveda,  
 
 
“Here is reality: honest, personal, simple, elegant. Open, let your breath listen to the 
Breath.” 
—Anne Hillman, author of Awakening the Energies of Love 
 
 
“The poems of Ellen Grace O'Brian encourage us to open our hearts to the world, to 
each other, to God. They remind us that we are all related--crows, foxes, snakes, the 
moon--all part of the same family. These poems will cajole you, challenge you, soothe 
you. Sit with them awhile.” 
—David Denny, author of three poetry collections:  Man Overboard, Fool in the 
Attic, and Plebeian on the Front Porch. Recent honors include numerous 
Pushcart Prize nominations, a two-year term as Poet Laureate of Cupertino, a 
Tuscany Prize in Fiction. 
 
 
“In this exquisite new collection of mystical poems, Ellen Grace O’Brian – one of this 
country’s most inspired spiritual leaders – asks the question, “How do we live our 
eternal life?” She points to the light in everyday things with elegant, poignant simplicity --
a flight of geese, a salty kiss, the wounds of men returned from war – reminding readers 
that God is among us in every passing, eternal moment, if only we pause long enough 
to see.”  
—Mark Matousek, author of When You're Falling, Dive 
 





In her luminous poems, Ellen Grace O’Brian manages to braid contemporary 
moments of everyday life with ancient spiritual teachings—the sight of a 
hummingbird’s red throat, bread on the table, a couple’s quarrel, a mother’s 
advice—become doorways into the divine mystical heart. The Moon 
Reminded Me, subtly laced with Sanskrit, gives us an insight into a poet who 

bridges two worlds eloquently enough to take us along with her. Sandhya, the 
numinous time for stepping into the temple, suddenly becomes this moment, now.
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Yogacharya Ellen Grace O’Brian is a western woman who teaches 
the riches of Indian philosophy in a fully accessible and inspiring way for 
newcomers and longtime practitioners alike. She is a poet, teacher, writer, 
and the spiritual director of Center for Spiritual Enlightenment—a Kriya 
Yoga Meditation Center with headquarters in San Jose, California, USA. She 
teaches nationally and internationally and has received several community 
service awards, including the 2015 Mahatma Gandhi Award for the Promotion 
of Religious Pluralism. Her published works include Living the Eternal Way: 
Spiritual Meaning and Practice in Daily Life and Living for the Sake of the Soul, as 
well as three volumes of poetry. She is the editor of Enlightenment Journal and 
host of The Yoga Hour, a weekly podcast.
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THE MOON REMINDED ME 
Luminous poems in which Ellen Grace O’Brian braids contemporary 

moments of everyday life with ancient spiritual teachings.   
 
(San Jose, CA - January 15, 2017) Poetry says what 
the mind can only glimpse but the heart knows full 
well. It is the ancient language of the soul spoken by 
all mystic bards of Bhakti, the yoga of devotion 
calling us to awaken to divine Love.                                    
In The Moon Reminded Me (on sale February 
2017), a collection of luminous poems, Ellen Grace 
O’Brian manages to braid contemporary moments of 
everyday life with ancient spiritual teachings—the 
sight of a hummingbird’s red throat, bread on the 
table, a couple’s quarrel, a mother’s advice—become 
doorways into the divine mystical heart. Poems, 
subtly laced with Sanskrit, give us an insight into a 
poet who bridges two worlds eloquently enough to 
take us along with her. Sandhya, the numinous time 
for stepping into the temple, suddenly becomes this 
moment, now. 
 
“The moon, shining in many of the poems, became the perfect reminder of the 
divine light reflected in our days and nights, hearts and minds. The arc of the 
work—from transformation to the realization of oneness—is the prayer of this work 
and the purview of its poetry. These poems are my humble attempt to put that 
into words, what I know or suspect but cannot say. I offer them at your lotus 
feet,” writes Ellen Grace O’Brian 
 
About the Author 
Yogacharya Ellen Grace O’Brian a poet, teacher, writer, 
and the spiritual director of Center for Spiritual 
Enlightenment—a Kriya Yoga Meditation Center in San Jose, 
California, USA. She teaches nationally and internationally and 
has received several community service awards, including the 
2015 Mahatma Gandhi Award for the Promotion of Religious 
Pluralism. Her published works include Living the Eternal Way: 
Spiritual Meaning and Practice in Daily Life and Living for the 
Sake of the Soul, as well as three volumes of poetry. She is the editor of 
Enlightenment Journal and host of The Yoga Hour, a weekly podcast. For more 
information, visit: EllenGraceOBrian.com 
 
The Moon Reminded Me by Ellen Grace O’Brian / Homebound Publications /     
February 2017 / Paperback / 111 pgs / 9” x 6” / US $16.95 / ISBN: 978-1-938846-99-1 
/ Poetry & Spirituality 
 



																
What others are saying about The Moon Reminded Me 
"In The Moon Reminded Me, Ellen Grace O’Brian shares a lifetime of deep 
wondering, weaving the presence of our inner life with the presence of life beyond 
our own. These bare, insightful poems are reminiscent of Basho, and more 
recently, Gary Snyder. She speaks of the storm from the eye of the storm in a way 
that affirms that life is worth living." 
—Mark Nepo, author of The One Life We’re Given and The Way Under The Way 
 
"From one poem to the next, O’Brian’s lens shrinks and widens without effort, to 
exhilarating, near vertiginous effect. Her images flit from the ordinary to the 
timeless, from the foam of a wave absorbed by sand, to the ancient longing of 
humans for the Eternal. Above all, she is aware, on every page, and beautifully, to 
the immovable presence of Love in the universe. Love unbridled and all-pervading, 
Love bursting with grace and beautiful madness, residing in us all, waiting only to 
unfurl. What a gift this collection is.” 
—Khaled Hosseini, NYT #1 Bestselling Author of the The Kite Runner 
 
“Here is a book of beautiful spiritual poems of unusual quality.” 
—Fr. Thomas Keating, author of The Open Mind, Open Heart 
 
"Ellen O'Brian invites us into her soul, the space where poetry is born. Here human 
individuality engages with a wider Self. In this contemplative space words point to 
the concrete realities that unveil another Reality. Accept this invitation--this is 
good company to be in." 
—Kabir Helminski, translator of Rumi, author of Living Presence and The 
Knowing Heart 
 
“These glimpses into the spacious love of the Divine are testaments to Ellen’s 
awakening and invitations to your own. Savor this book.”  
—Rabbi Rami Shapiro, author of Accidental Grace 
 
“These poems illuminate the soul, delicately, lightly, with measured emotion. Ellen 
Grace O’Brian manages to express spiritual practice as life, beyond doctrine, and 
straight to the heart.  “Be a jagged edge/falling in love/one salty kiss/at a time.” 
—Norman Fischer, poet and Zen Buddhist priest, author of Magnolias All At 
Once and What Is Zen?: Plain Talk for a Beginner's Mind 
 
"In The Moon Reminded Me, Yogacharya Ellen Grace O'Brian presents a rare 
combination of deep yogic vision and intricate poetic skill, awakening us to our 
inner journey of Self-realization." 
—Dr. David Frawley D.Litt., author of Vedic Yoga: The path of the Rishi and 
Shiva: The Lord of Yoga 
 
“In her book: The Moon Reminded Me, Yogacharya Ellen Grace O’Brian has so 
gracefully shared her life's journey, depth of her insight and devotion in a most 
meaningful language of poetry. Highly recommended.”  
—Nahid Angha, Sufi scholar, executive editor of Sufism Journal 
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